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The story of a girl who turned her baseball dreams 
into a career

Dorothy mary Kamenshek was born to immigrant parents in norwood, 
Ohio. as a young girl, she played pickup games of sandlot baseball 
with neighborhood children; no one, however, would have suspected 
that at the age of seventeen she would become a star athlete at the 
national level.

the outbreak of world war ii and the ensuing draft of able-bodied 
young men severely depleted the ranks of professional baseball play-
ers. in 1943, Phillip K. wrigley, owner of the chicago cubs, led the ini-
tiative to establish a new league — a women’s league — to fill the ball-
parks while the war ground on in europe and the Pacific. Kamenshek 
was selected and assigned to the rockford Peaches in their inaugural 
season and played first base for a total of ten years, becoming a seven-
time all-star and holder of two league batting 
titles. when injuries finally put an end to her 
playing days, she went on to a successful and 
much quieter career in physical therapy. Fame 
came again in 1992, when Geena Davis por-
trayed a player loosely based on Kamenshek in 
the hit movie A League of Their Own.

Kammie on First is a real-life tale that will 
entertain and inspire young readers, both girls 
and boys. it is the first book in a new series, 
Biographies for young readers, from Ohio 
University Press.

michelle hOUts holds degrees in special 
education and speech-language pathology. 
she is the author of several fiction and nonfic-
tion books for young readers, including the 
award-winning The Beef Princess of Practical 
County, The Practical County Drama Queen, 
and Winterfrost.

Biography • Sports • American History

Kammie on First
Baseball’s Dottie Kamenshek

OctOBer
148 pages · 7 × 10 in. 
61 b&w photos 
rights: world

PaPerBacK
978-0-8214-2130-7
$18.95 · £11.99 · t

electrOnic
978-0-8214-4511-2

Biographies for young readers 
series editor: michelle houts

By michelle houts

“This is a truly engaging account 

of the life and times of an excep-

tional woman athlete and the 

league which provided her the 

opportunity to play professional 

baseball — a dream held by many 

young girl softball and baseball 

enthusiasts, past and present.”

merrie a. Fidler, author of 

The Origins and History of the 

All-American Girls Professional 

Baseball League

New Series 
Biographies for Young Readers

http://www.ohioswallow.com/book/Kammie+on+First
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“Behind each cultivar there is both a 
story and a breeder. Unfortunately, 
all too often, these stories remain 
untold and remarkable efforts and 
achievements are forgotten. Judith 
Taylor … brings alive the stories of 
breeders who, in the past, have 
made a contribution to the cultivated 
plants we have today.”

Keith Hammett, president of 
the Royal New Zealand Institute 
of Horticulture

“Visions of Loveliness is a fascinat-
ing compilation of the history of 
breeding and selection of some 
of America’s most beloved garden 
plants, celebrating the work of key 
gardeners and plant breeders in 
many parts of the world. This work 
fills an important gap in our under-
standing of early ornamental plant 
breeding and selection.”

Scot Medbury, President, 
Brooklyn Botanic Garden

“Judith Taylor has written an amaz-
ing account of the origin of all our 
plant forms, featuring the exciting 
work of the intrepid plant hunters, 
but going much further…. This is a 
fascinating account that is a must 
for any serious gardener.”

Roger Phillips, MBE
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History • Horticulture

Visions of Loveliness
Great Flower Breeders of the Past

By Judith m. taylor

Plant breeders of the past who shaped the look of the 
gardens of today

Gardeners of today take for granted the many varieties of geraniums, 
narcissi, marigolds, roses, and other beloved flowers for their gardens. 
Few give any thought at all to how this incredible abundance came 
to be or to the people who spent a good part of their lives creating it. 
these breeders once had prosperous businesses and were important 
figures in their communities but are only memories now. they also 
could be cranky and quirky.

in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, new and exotic species 
were arriving in europe and the United states from all over the world, 
and these plants often captured the imaginations of the unlikeliest 
of men, from aristocratic collectors to gruff gardeners who hardly 
thought of themselves as artists. But whatever their backgrounds, they 
all shared a quality of mind that led them to ask “what if?” and to use 
their imagination and skills to answer that question themselves. the 
newest rose from china was small and light pink, but what if it were 
larger and came in more colors? lilac was very nice in its way, but 
what if its blossoms were double and frilly?

while there are many books about plant collectors and explorers, 
there are none about plant breeders. Drawing from libraries, archives, 
and the recollections of family members, horticultural historian Judith m. 
taylor traces the lives of prominent cultivators in the context of the 
scientific discoveries and changing tastes of their times. Visions of 
Loveliness is international in scope, profiling plant breeders from many 
countries — for example, china and the former east Germany — whose 
work may be unknown to the anglophone reader.

in addition to chronicling the lives of breeders, the author also in-
cludes chapters on the history behind the plants by genus, from shrubs 
and flowering trees to herbaceous plants.

JUDith m. taylOr is a retired British neurologist who now resides in 
san Francisco. she is the author of The Olive in California: History of an 
Immigrant Tree; Tangible Memories: Californians and Their Gardens, 
1800 to 1950; and The Global Migrations of Ornamental Plants: How 
the World Got into Your Garden. Based on taylor’s work, senator 
mark Kirk of illinois is submitting a bill to congress naming the mari-
gold as the flower of the house and senate.

DecemBer
424 pages · 6 × 9 in. 
68 color photos 
rights: world

harDcOver
978-0-8040-1156-3
$65 · £42 · s

PaPerBacK
978-0-8040-1157-0
$29.95 · £19.99 · t

electrOnic
978-0-8040-4062-4

“Visions of Loveliness is a 
great and original work 
that will be enjoyed all 
over the world for years 
to come.”

Jinshuan Ma, vice 
director of the Shanghai 
Chenshan Plant Science 
Research Center, Chinese 
Academy of Sciences

http://www.ohioswallow.com/book/Visions+of+Loveliness
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By connie Pond and robert J. Pond 
with a new foreword by steven m. newman

New maps and new hikes along Ohio’s longest trail

many changes have taken place in the decade since Follow the Blue 
Blazes was first published, changes in the trails themselves and in the 
way we hike them. the Buckeye trail still wends its way around the 
state of Ohio, following the course marked out by the characteristic 

blue blazes on trees, rocks, and other signposts 
along the way. in the intervening years, how-
ever, sections of the trail have changed their 
route, added amenities, or just grown more 
interesting. From the startling rock formations 
and graceful waterfalls of Old man’s cave to 
native american mounds, battlefields, and sce-
nic rivers, connie and robert J. Pond provide a 
captivating guide to often-overlooked treasures 
around the state.

each chapter features an overview of a 100-
mile section of the trail and three self-guided 
featured hikes. the overviews and the accom-
panying maps may be read consecutively to ac-
quaint the reader with the entire course of the 
trail. But most readers will best enjoy the trail 
by taking the guide along on one of the fea-
tured hikes. each route is outlined on an easy-

to-read map with GPs coordinates and waypoints to guide the hiker, 
as well as explicit directions from parking lot to trailhead.

the Buckeye trail is readily accessible from cincinnati, Dayton, 
toledo, cleveland, and akron. even a short trip can lead to an adven-
ture near your own backyard.

cOnnie POnD and rOBert J. POnD are Ohio natives. Both are 
graduates of the Ohio state University and live on the shores 
of Buckeye lake.

OctOBer
276 pages · 5½ × 8½ in. 
illus., new GPs maps 
rights: world

PaPerBacK
978-0-8214-2121-5
$26.95 · £17.99 · t

electrOnic
978-0-8214-4504-4

Guide • Ohio and Regional • Nature

Follow the Blue Blazes
A Guide to Hiking Ohio’s Buckeye Trail 
Second Edition

“This book is like having along 

your personal guide — one who 

deeply loves Ohio and wants to 

share as much as possible with 

you. One who truly is hoping 

you will have as much fun as he 

is having.”

From the new foreword 

by steven m. newman

Second Edition

http://www.ohioswallow.com/book/Follow+the+Blue+Blazes
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Anthropology • Cultural Anthropology • Cultural Studies

Twins Talk
What Twins Tell Us about Person, Self, and Society

By Dona lee Davis

What twins have to say about being twins

Twins Talk is an ethnographic study of identical twins in the United 
states, a study unique in that it considers what twins have to say 
about themselves, instead of what researchers have written about 
them. it presents, in the first person, the grounded and practical ex-
periences of twins as they engage, both individually and together, 
the “who am i” and “who are we” questions of life. here, the twins 
themselves are the stars.

Dona lee Davis conducted conversational interviews with twenty-
two sets of identical twins attending the annual twins Days Festival in 
twinsburg, Ohio, the largest such gathering in the world. lively and 
often opinionated, each twin comes through as a whole person who 
at the same time maintains a special bond that the vast majority of 
people will never experience.

the study provides a distinctive and enlightening insider’s challenge 
to the nature/nurture debates that dominate contemporary research 
on twins. the author, herself an identical twin, 
draws on aspects of her own life to inform her 
analysis of the data throughout the text. each 
chapter addresses a different theme from mul-
tiple viewpoints, including those of popular sci-
ence writers, scientific researchers, and single-
tons, as well as those of the twins themselves.

DOna lee Davis earned her PhD in anthropol-
ogy from the University of north carolina at 
chapel hill. she is currently a professor of an-
thropology at the University of south Dakota. 
her research interests include medical and 
psychological anthropology, gender studies, 
research methods, north atlantic fishing com-
munities, and multispecies ethnography.

JanUary
312 pages · 6 × 9 in. · photos 
rights: world

harDcOver
978-0-8214-2111-6
$80 · £52 · s

PaPerBacK
978-0-8214-2112-3 
$32.95 · £20.99 · s

electrOnic
978-0-8214-4499-3

“Dona Lee Davis adds the perspec-

tive of identical twins to the do-

main of ‘twins research,’ which is 

mostly research on twins. In her 

book, she presents the voices of 

twins, with their always interest-

ing, often entertaining, and at 

times upsetting stories, views, 

and accounts of their lives alone 

and with each other.”

Barbara Prainsack, professor of 

sociology, King’s college, london, 

and coeditor of Genetics as Social 

Practice: Transdisciplinary Views on 

Science and Culture

http://www.ohioswallow.com/book/Twins+Talk
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Psychology • Women’s Studies • Sociology

The Wounded Woman
Healing the Father-Daughter Relationship

New paperback edition of a Swallow Press bestseller

this book is an invaluable key to self-understanding. Using examples 
from her own life and the lives of her clients, as well as from dreams, 
fairy tales, myths, films, and literature, linda schierse leonard, a 
Jungian analyst, exposes the wound of the spirit that both men and 
women of our culture bear — a wound that is grounded in a poor rela-
tionship between masculine and feminine principles.

leonard speculates that when a father is wounded in his own psy-
chological development, he is not able to give his daughter the care 
and guidance she needs. inheriting this wound, she may find that her 

ability to express herself professionally, intel-
lectually, sexually, and socially is impaired. On a 
broader scale, leonard discusses how women 
compensate for cultural devaluation, resorting 
to passive submission (“the eternal Girl”), or 
a defensive imitation of the masculine (“the 
armored amazon”).

The Wounded Woman shows that by under-
standing the father-daughter wound and work-
ing to transform it psychologically, it is possible 
to achieve a fruitful, caring relationship be-
tween men and women, between fathers and 
daughters, a relationship that honors both the 
mutuality and the uniqueness of the sexes.

linDa leOnarD is a founding member 
of the inter-regional society for Jungian 
analysts. she was associate professor of 
philosophy at University of colorado, Denver, 
and assistant professor of philosophy at san 
Diego state University.

availaBle
206 pages · 5½ × 8½ in. 
rights: world

harDcOver
978-0-8040-0397-1
$34.95 · £19.99 · s

PaPerBacK
978-0-8040-1158-7 
$19.95 · £12.99 · s

electrOnic
978-0-8040-4002-0

“A revelation for men, an inspi-

ration for women, it offers all 

of us the chance to break the 

bitter cycle.”

alan rinzler, San Francisco Chronicle

“This is a good book, a strong 

book.… Speaks with the beauty 

and power of the feminine spirit.”

Patricia harleman, Journal of 

Women and Therapy

Reissue

http://www.ohioswallow.com/book/The+Wounded+Woman
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literature

Ladders to Fire

By anaïs nin 

with a new introduction by Benjamin Franklin v 
Foreword by Gunther stuhlmann

A new edition of Anaïs Nin’s first full-length novel

anaïs nin’s Ladders to Fire interweaves the 
stories of several women, each emotionally 
inhibited in her own way: through self-doubt, 
fear, guilt, moral drift, and distrust. the novel 
follows their inner struggles to overcome 
these barriers to happiness and wholeness. 
the author’s own experiences, as recorded in 
her famous diaries, supplied the raw material 
for her fiction. it was her intuitive, experimen-
tal, and always original style that transformed 
one into the other. nin herself memorably 
claimed that “it was the fiction writer who ed-
ited the diary.”

Ladders to Fire is the first book of nin’s con-
tinuous novel, Cities of the Interior, which also 
includes Children of the Albatross, The Four-
Chambered Heart, A Spy in the House of Love, 
and Seduction of the Minotaur. these loosely 
interlinked stories develop the characters and 
themes established in the first volume, lead-
ing slowly toward a resolution of inner turmoil 
and conflict.

this swallow Press reissue of Ladders 
to Fire includes a new introduction by nin 
scholar Benjamin Franklin v, as well as 
Gunther stuhlmann’s classic foreword to 
the 1995 edition.

anaïs nin (1903–1977) remains an iconic 
literary figure and one of the most notable 
experimental writers of the twentieth century. 
as one of the first women to explore female 
erotica, nin revealed the inner desires of her 
characters in a way that made her works a 
touchstone for later feminist writers.

BenJamin FranKlin v is a distinguished 
professor of english, emeritus, at the University 
of south carolina.

sePtemBer
190 pages · 5½ × 8½ in. 
rights: world except United Kingdom

PaPerBacK
978-0-8040-1155-6
$16.95 · £10.99 · t

“I have to begin where everything 

begins, in the blindness and in 

the shadows. I have to begin the 

story of women’s development 

where all things begin: in nature, 

at the roots. It is necessary to 

return to the origin of the confu-

sion, which is woman’s struggle 

to understand her own nature.”

From the prologue to the first edition

“Anaïs Nin writes sensitively, with 

psychological training as well as 

insight…. She has a subcutaneous 

interest in her characters and 

Lawrence’s sixth sense.”

Times Literary Supplement

http://www.ohioswallow.com/book/Ladders+to+Fire
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Civil War and Reconstruction • Race • U.S. History

The Life and Death of Gus Reed
A Story of Race and Justice in Illinois during the Civil War and Reconstruction

By thomas Bahde

The story of one man caught in a tide of changing ideas 
about race, crime, and the meaning of citizenship

Gus reed was a freed slave who traveled north as sherman’s march 
was sweeping through Georgia in 1864. his journey ended in 
springfield, illinois, a city undergoing fundamental changes as its 
white citizens struggled to understand the political, legal, and cultural 
consequences of emancipation and black citizenship. reed became 
known as a petty thief, appearing time and again in the records of 
the state’s courts and prisons. in late 1877, he burglarized the home 
of a well-known springfield attorney — and brother of abraham 
lincoln’s former law partner — a crime for which he was convicted 
and sentenced to the illinois state Penitentiary.

reed died at the penitentiary in 1878, shackled to the door of his cell 
for days with a gag strapped in his mouth. an investigation established 
that two guards were responsible for the prisoner’s death, but neither 

they nor the prison warden suffered any pen-
alty. the guards were dismissed, the investiga-
tion was closed, and reed was forgotten.

Gus reed’s story connects the politi-
cal and legal cultures of white supremacy, 
black migration and black communities, the 
midwest’s experience with the civil war and 
reconstruction, and the resurgence of na-
tionwide opposition to african american civil 
rights in the late nineteenth century. these 
experiences shaped a nation with deep and 
unresolved misgivings about race, as well as 
distinctive and conflicting ideas about justice 
and how to achieve it.

thOmas BahDe teaches in the school of 
history, Philosophy, and religion at Oregon 
state University. he has authored articles on 
the midwestern experience during the civil 
war and is the editor of The Story of My 
Campaign: The Civil War Memoir of Captain 
Francis T. Moore, Second Illinois Cavalry.

OctOBer
268 pages · 6 × 9 in. · photos 
rights: world

harDcOver
978-0-8214-2104-8
$79.95 · £52 · s

PaPerBacK
978-0-8214-2105-5 
$29.95 · £19.99 · s

electrOnic
978-0-8214-4494-8

series on law, society, 
and Politics in the midwest 
series editors: Paul Finkelman 
and l. Diane Barnes

“The Life and Death of Gus 

Reed is a major new interpre-

tation of emancipation and 

Reconstruction. Bahde weaves 

together the details of an em-

blematic life into larger social, 

political, and legal themes. The 

result is an ambitious and novel 

design for a book on this period 

of history.”

Daniel w. hamilton, author of The 

Limits of Sovereignty: Property 

Confiscation in the Union and the 

Confederacy during the Civil War

http://www.ohioswallow.com/book/The+Life+and+Death+of+Gus+Reed
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Civil War • Intelligence • Security Studies

Surveillance and Spies in the Civil War
Exposing Confederate Conspiracies in America’s Heartland

By stephen e. towne

The first study of U.S. Army intelligence operations 
in the Northern states

Surveillance and Spies in the Civil War repre-
sents pathbreaking research on the rise of U.s. 
army intelligence operations in the midwest 
during the american civil war and counters 
long-standing assumptions about northern 
politics and society. at the beginning of the 
rebellion, state governors in Ohio, indiana, and 
illinois cooperated with federal law enforce-
ment officials in various attempts — all failed —
to investigate reports of secret groups and indi-
viduals who opposed the Union war effort. 

starting in 1862, army commanders took it 
upon themselves to initiate investigations of 
antiwar sentiment in those states. By 1863, 
several of them had established intelligence 
operations staffed by hired civilian detectives 
and by soldiers detailed from their units to 
chase down deserters and draft dodgers, to 
maintain surveillance on suspected persons and 
groups, and to investigate organized resistance 
to the draft. By 1864, these spies had infil-
trated secret organizations that, sometimes in 
collaboration with confederate rebels, aimed 
to subvert the war effort.

stephen e. towne is the first to thoroughly 
explore the role and impact of Union spies 
against confederate plots in the north. this 
new analysis invites historians to delve more 
deeply into the fabric of the northern wartime 
experience and reinterpret the period based on 
broader archival evidence.

stePhen e. tOwne is an associate university 
archivist at indiana University–Purdue University 
indianapolis. he is the editor of A Fierce, Wild 
Joy: The Civil War Letters of Colonel Edward 
J. Wood, 48th Indiana Volunteer Infantry 
Regiment and coeditor of Indiana’s War: The 
Civil War in Documents.

DecemBer
488 pages · 6 × 9 in. · photos, maps 
rights: world

harDcOver
978-0-8214-2131-4
$90 · £59 ·  s

PaPerBacK
978-0-8214-2103-1 
$34.95 · £22.99 ·  s

electrOnic
978-0-8214-4493-1

series on law, society, 
and Politics in the midwest 
series editors: Paul Finkelman 
and l. Diane Barnes

“Built on impressive research, 

Stephen Towne’s Surveillance 

and Spies in the Civil War reveals 

the very real danger posed by 

pro-Confederate Copperheads 

and other disloyal secret societies 

in the Old Northwest during the 

Civil War. In a fascinating and in-

depth look at antiwar subversion 

in the Midwest, he painstakingly 

illustrates how the government, 

specifically the U.S. Army, moni-

tored treasonous activities and 

prevented outbreaks of violence 

aimed at subverting the Union 

war effort and sowing political 

dissent against the Lincoln admin-

istration. Towne’s study convinc-

ingly argues that Copperheads 

and other subversive factions 

were not merely impotent fringe 

groups but truly dangerous 

provocateurs whose threat to 

Northern internal security was 

more real than imagined.”

william B. Feis, coauthor of For 

the Common Defense: A Military 

History of the United States from 

1607 to 2012

http://www.ohioswallow.com/book/Surveillance+and+Spies+in+the+Civil+War
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Slavery and Abolition • Comparative Slavery • World History

European Slave Trading in the Indian Ocean, 1500 – 1850

By richard B. allen

The first comprehensive history of the European slave 
trading in the Indian Ocean

Between 1500 and 1850, european traders shipped hundreds of thou-
sands of african, indian, malagasy, and southeast asian slaves to ports 
throughout the indian Ocean world. the activities of the British, Dutch, 

French, and Portuguese traders who operated 
in the indian Ocean demonstrate that european 
slave trading was not confined largely to the 
atlantic but must now be viewed as a truly 
global phenomenon. european slave trading 
and abolitionism in the indian Ocean also led 
to the development of an increasingly integrat-
ed movement of slave, convict, and indentured 
labor during the late eighteenth and early nine-
teenth centuries, the consequences of which 
resonated well into the twentieth century.

richard B. allen’s magisterial work dra-
matically expands our understanding of the 
movement of free and forced labor around 
the world. Drawing upon extensive archival re-
search and a thorough command of published 
scholarship, allen challenges the modern ten-
dency to view the indian and atlantic oceans 
as self-contained units of historical analysis and 
the attendant failure to understand the ways 
in which the indian Ocean and atlantic worlds 

have interacted with one another. in so doing, he offers tantalizing 
new insights into the origins and dynamics of global labor migration in 
the modern world.

richarD B. allen is the author of Slaves, Freedmen, and Indentured 
Laborers in Colonial Mauritius and numerous articles on the social and 
economic history of mauritius as well as slavery and indentured labor 
in the indian Ocean and colonial plantation worlds.

JanUary
372 pages · 6 × 9 in. · maps 
rights: world

harDcOver
978-0-8214-2106-2 
$90 · £59 ·  s

PaPerBacK
978-0-8214-2107-9 
$34.95 · £22.99 ·  s

electrOnic
978-0-8214-4495-5

indian Ocean studies series 
series editor: richard B. allen

“Richard Allen seeks to do for the 

Indian Ocean what Philip Curtin 

did in his census of the Atlantic 

slave trade forty-five years 

ago: to produce an estimation 

of the scale and geography of 

European slave trading activity 

beyond the Cape in the three 

centuries after 1500.“

David richardson, coauthor of Atlas 

of the Transatlantic Slave Trade

New Series 
Indian Ocean Studies Series

http://www.ohioswallow.com/book/European+Slave+Trading+in+the+Indian+Ocean%2C+1500�1850
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Vietnam • Colonial History • Biography • Southeast Asian Studies

The Red Earth
A Vietnamese Memoir of Life on a Colonial Rubber Plantation

By tran tu Binh 
edited by David G. marr

A classic memoir tracing one man’s path from 
plantation to revolution

Phu rieng was one of many French rubber 
plantations in colonial vietnam; tran tu Binh 
was one of 17,606 laborers brought to work 
there in 1927, and his memoir is a straight-
forward, emotionally searing account of how 
one vietnamese youth became involved in 
revolutionary politics. the connection between 
this early experience and later activities of the 
author becomes clear as we learn that tran tu 
Binh survived imprisonment on con son island 
to help engineer the general uprising in hanoi 
in 1945.

The Red Earth is the first of dozens of such 
works by veterans of the 1924–45 struggle in 
vietnam to be published in english translation. 
it is important reading for all those interested 
in the many-faceted history of modern vietnam 
and of communism in the non-western world.

tran tU Binh (1907–1967) was a young 
revolutionary who rose to the rank of general 
in the army of the Democratic republic of 
vietnam and later filled the important post of 
ambassador to People’s republic of china.

sePtemBer
112 pages · 5½ × 8½ in. 
rights: world

PaPerBacK
978-0-89680-119-6 
$16.95 · £10.99 · s

electrOnic
978-0-89680-483-8

research in international studies, 
southeast asia series, no. 66

“Tran Tu Binh’s recollection of his 

experience of labor service in the 

‘rubber villages’ of the Michelin 

company was first published in 

1965 in Hanoi under the title Phu 

Riéng Do [Red Phu Rieng]. His 

description of the maltreatment, 

brutal punishment, lack of ad-

equate food, housing, and medi-

cal care that Vietnamese workers 

had to endure in the ‘hell on 

earth,’ as plantations were called, 

corroborates what we know of 

the terrible forms of exploitation 

the representatives of the rubber 

companies practiced.”

Journal of Asian Studies

“Fascinating…. A vital part of 

not just modern Vietnamese 

history but of post-colonial 

literature as a whole.”

BookIdeas

Reissue

http://www.ohioswallow.com/book/The+Red+Earth
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Literature • Appalachia • Ohio

Every River on Earth
Writing from Appalachian Ohio

edited by neil carpathios 
with a foreword by Donald ray Pollock

Writing from a singular but often overlooked corner of 
the nation

Every River on Earth: Writing from Appalachian Ohio includes some 
of the best regional poetry, fiction, and creative nonfiction from forty 
contemporary writers, both established and up-and-coming. the wide 
range of material from authors such as David Baker, Don Bogen, 
michelle Burke, richard hague, Donald ray Pollock, and others, offers 
the reader a window into daily life in the region. the people, the land-
scape, the struggles, and the deepest undercurrents of what it means 
to be from and of a place are revealed in these original, deeply mov-
ing, and sometimes shocking pieces.

the book is divided into four sections: Family & Folks, the land, the 
Grind, and home & away, each of which explores a different aspect 
of the place that these authors call home. the sections work together 

beautifully to capture what it means to live, 
to love, and to die in this particular slice of 
appalachia. the writing is accessible and of-
ten emotionally raw; Every River on Earth in-
vites all types of readers and conveys a pro-
found appreciation of the region’s character.

the authors also offer personal state-
ments about their writing, allowing the 
reader an intimate insight into their pro-
cesses, aesthetics, and inspirations. what 
is it to be an appalachian? what is it to be 
an appalachian in Ohio? this book vividly 
paints that picture.

neil carPathiOs is an award-winning 
poet and author of three full-length poetry 
collections, as well as several chapbooks. 
he teaches at shawnee state University in 
Portsmouth, Ohio, where he also serves as 
coordinator of creative writing.
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Every River on Earth
DaviD Lee Garrison

i look out the window and see
through the neighbor’s window

to an amish buggy
where three children are peeping back,

and in their eyes i see the darkness
of plowed earth hiding seed.

Wind pokes the land in winter,
trying to waken it,

and in the melting snow
i see rainbows and in them

every river on earth. i see all the way
to the ocean, where sand and stones

embrace each falling wave
and reach back to gather it in.

NEw IN PAPERBACK

Standing Our Ground
Women, Environmental Justice, and the Fight to End Mountaintop Removal

By Joyce M. Barry

Standing Our Ground examines women’s efforts to end mountaintop removal 
coal mining in West Virginia. Barry’s engaging and original work reveals how 
women’s tireless organizing has made mountaintop removal a global political 
and environmental issue and laid the groundwork for a robust environmental 
justice movement in central Appalachia.

AUGUST
208 pages · 6 × 9 in. 
Rights: world

PAPERBACK
978-0-8214-2132-1 
$22.95 · £14.99 · T

Series in Race, Ethnicity, 
and Gender in Appalachia 
Series Editors: Marie Tedesco, 
and Christopher A. Green
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Appalachia • Environment • Conflict Resolution

Mountaintop Mining in Appalachia
Understanding Stakeholders and Change in Environmental Conflict

By susan F. hirsch and e. Franklin Dukes

Finding a way forward in environmental conflict when 
agreement is out of reach

residents of the appalachian coalfields share a history and heritage, 
deep connections to the land, and pride in their own resilience. these 
same residents are also profoundly divided over the practice of moun-
taintop mining — that is, the removal and disposal in nearby valleys of 
soil and rock in order to reach underlying coal seams. companies and 
some miners claim that the practice has reduced energy prices, earned 
income for shareholders, and provided needed jobs. Opponents of 
mountaintop mining argue that it poisons 
appalachia’s waters and devastates entire 
communities for the sake of short-term gains.

this conflict is emblematic of many other en-
vironmental disputes in the United states and 
around the world, disputes whose intensity 
derives not only from economic and environ-
mental stakes but from competing claims to 
individual and community identity. looking 
beyond the slogans and seemingly irreconcil-
able differences, however, can reveal deeper 
causes of conflict, such as flawed institutions, 
politics, and inequality or the strongly held 
values of parties who find it difficult to com-
promise in their positions.

Mountaintop Mining in Appalachia focuses 
on the people of the region, the people who 
have the most at stake and have been the most 
active in trying to shift views and practices. By examining the experi-
ences of these stakeholders and their efforts to effect change, susan F. 
hirsch and e. Franklin Dukes introduce key concepts and theories from 
the field of conflict analysis and resolution. it provides a compelling case 
study of how stakeholders challenge governance-as-usual, while offer-
ing insight into the causes of conflict over other environmental issues.

sUsan F. hirsch is a cultural anthropologist in the school for conflict 
analysis and resolution at George mason University who has written 
widely on law and conflict. she is the author of In the Moment of 
Greatest Calamity: Terrorism, Grief, and a Victim’s Quest for Justice; 
Pronouncing and Persevering: Gender and the Discourses of Disputing 
in an African Islamic Court; and the coauthor of Contested States: Law, 
Hegemony and Resistance, as well as many articles and book chapters.

e. FranKlin DUKes is a mediator, teacher, and researcher who directs 
the institute for environmental negotiation at the University of virginia. 
he is the author of Resolving Public Conflict: Transforming Community 
and Governance and coauthor of Reaching for Higher Ground, among 
many other publications.
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studies in conflict, Justice, 
and social change 
series editors: susan F. hirsch 
and agnieszka Paczyńska

this series is made possible by the 
generous sponsorship of the George 
mason University school for conflict 
analysis and resolution.

“Even-handed in its treat-

ment, Mountaintop Mining in 

Appalachia presents a significant 

contribution to the literature. I 

know of no other book that 

casts the MTM issue in this light.”

Geoffrey l. Buckley, coeditor of 

Mountains of Injustice: Social and 

Environmental Justice in Appalachia

New Series 
Studies in Conflict, Justice, and Social Change

http://www.ohioswallow.com/book/Mountaintop+Mining+in+Appalachia
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Poland • Intellectual History • Gender Studies • Drama Studies

Taking Liberties
Gender, Transgressive Patriotism, and Polish Drama, 1786 –1989

By halina Filipowicz

A challenge to many long-standing assumptions about 
Polish cultural and intellectual history

as narrow, nationalist views of patriotic allegiance have become 
widespread and are routinely invoked to justify everything from flag-
waving triumphalism to xenophobic bigotry, the concept of a non-
nationalist patriotism has vanished from public conversation. Taking 
Liberties is a thoughtful and deliberative study of what may be called 
patriotism without borders: a nonnational form of loyalty compatible 
with the universal principles and practices of democracy and human 
rights, respectful of ethnic and cultural diversity, and, overall, open-
minded and inclusive.

moving beyond a traditional study of Polish dramatic literature, 
halina Filipowicz turns to the plays themselves and to archival materi-
als, ranging from parliamentary speeches to polemical pamphlets and 
verse broadsides, to explore the cultural phenomenon of transgressive 

patriotism and its implications for society in the 
twenty-first century. three major themes unite 
this exploration: controversies over “true” and 
“false” patriotism; disputes over class and gen-
der boundaries; and imaginative attempts to 
expand the meaning of “us” to take in “not-
us,” and perhaps even to undo the whole op-
position between “us” and “them.”

in addition to recovering lost or forgot-
ten materials, the author builds an innovative 
conceptual and methodological framework to 
make sense of those materials and to challenge 
many long-standing assumptions about Polish 
cultural and intellectual history. Taking Liberties 
contributes to the debate over the meaning 
and practice of patriotism.

halina FiliPOwicz is a professor of Polish literature at the University 
of wisconsin–madison and holds an affiliate appointment in the 
Department of Gender and women’s studies. she is the author of A 
Laboratory of Impure Forms: The Plays of Tadeusz Różewicz and coedi-
tor of The Great Tradition and Its Legacy: The Evolution of Dramatic 
and Musical Theater in Austria and Central Europe.
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Polish and Polish-american 
studies series 
series editor: John J. Bukowczyk

“Dr. Filipowicz has turned her 

attention to gender dynamics 

in Polish theatre, literature, 

and culture, skillfully weaving 

themes of transgression (vari-

ously conceived) and patriotism 

throughout the narrative.”

catherine a. schuler, editor, 

Theatre Journal

http://www.ohioswallow.com/book/Taking+Liberties
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Philosophy • Phenomenology

Time, Memory, Institution
Merleau-Ponty’s New Ontology of Self

edited by David morris and Kym maclaren

New scholarship based on previously unavailable 
materials from the Merleau-Ponty archives

this collection is the first extended investigation of the relation between 
time and memory in maurice merleau-Ponty’s thought as a whole as 
well as the first to explore in depth the significance of his concept of 
institution. it brings the French phenomenologist’s views on the self 
and ontology into contemporary focus. Time, Memory, Institution 
argues that the self is not a self-contained or self-determining identity, 
as such, but is gathered out of a radical openness to what is not self, 
and that it gathers itself in a time that is not merely a given dimension, 
but folds back upon, gathers, and institutes itself.

access to previously unavailable texts, in 
particular merleau-Ponty’s lectures on institu-
tion and expression, has presented scholars 
with new resources for thinking about time, 
memory, and history. these essays represent 
the best of this new direction in scholarship; 
they deepen our understanding of self and 
world in relation to time and memory; and they 
give occasion to reexamine merleau-Ponty’s 
contribution and relevance to contemporary 
continental philosophy.

this volume is essential reading for scholars 
of phenomenology and French philosophy, 
as well as for the many readers across the 
arts, humanities, and social sciences who 
continue to draw insight and inspiration from 
merleau-Ponty.

contributors: elizabeth Behnke, edward 
casey, véronique Fóti, Donald landes, Kirsten 
Jacobson, Galen Johnson, michael Kelly, 
scott marratto, Glen mazis, caterina rea, 
John russon, robert vallier, and Bernhard 
waldenfels.

DaviD mOrris is a professor of philosophy at 
concordia University in montreal. he holds a 
PhD from the University of toronto and is the 
author of The Sense of Space and numerous 
articles and book chapters on merleau-Ponty 
and phenomenology.

Kym maclaren is an associate professor 
of philosophy at ryerson University. she holds a doctorate from 
Pennsylvania state University and has published several articles and 
book chapters on merleau-Ponty and issues of selfhood, embodiment, 
and intersubjectivity.
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series in continental 
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“Time, Memory, Institution may 

be the most important volume 

on Merleau-Ponty published in 

many, many years.”

leonard lawlor, author of 

Early Twentieth-Century 

Continental Philosophy

“The rich and impressive essays in 

Time, Memory, Institution make 

a new and significant contribu-

tion to the field, dealing with 

works of Merleau-Ponty’s that 

have only recently become avail-

able in English.”

Jack reynolds, author of Merleau-

Ponty and Derrida: Intertwining 

Embodiment and Alterity

http://www.ohioswallow.com/book/Time%2C+Memory%2C+Institution


Patrice Lumumba

By Georges nzongola-ntalaja

Biography • Africa • Cold War

In the struggle for African independence, 
few could match Patrice Lumumba

Patrice lumumba was a leader of the independence 
struggle in what is today the Democratic republic of 
the congo, as well as the country’s first democrati-
cally elected prime minister. after a meteoric rise 
in the colonial civil service and the african political 
elite, he became a major figure in the decolonization 
movement of the 1950s. lumumba’s short tenure as 
prime minister (1960–61) was marked by an uncom-
promising defense of congolese national interests 
against pressure from international mining compa-
nies and the western governments that orchestrated 
his eventual demise.

cold war geopolitical maneuvering and well- 
coordinated efforts by lumumba’s domestic 
adversaries culminated in his assassination at the 
age of thirty-five, with the support or at least the 
tacit complicity of the U.s. and Belgian governments, 
the cia, and the Un secretariat. even decades after 
lumumba’s death, his personal integrity and unyield-
ing dedication to the ideals of self-determination, 
self-reliance, and pan-african solidarity assure him a 
prominent place among the heroes of the twentieth-
century african independence movement and the 
worldwide african diaspora.

Georges nzongola-ntalaja’s short and con-
cise book provides a contemporary analysis of 
lumumba’s life and work, examining both his 
strengths and his weaknesses as a political leader. it 
also surveys the national, continental, and interna-
tional contexts of lumumba’s political ascent and his 
swift elimination by the interests threatened by his 
ideas and practical reforms.

GeOrGes nzOnGOla-ntalaJa is a professor of 
african, african american, and diaspora studies at 
the University of north carolina at chapel hill and 
professor emeritus of african studies at howard 
University. he is a past president of the african 
studies association and the author of The Congo 
from Leopold to Kabila: A People’s History.

OhiO shOrt histOries OF aFrica

“Lumumba … was a pivotal player in the history of 

African nationalism, in the same league as Mandela in 

terms of his influence. Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja pro-

vides an excellent short introduction to Lumumba’s 

life and historical significance.”

David N. Gibbs, professor of history, University of Arizona 

“Thomas Sankara: An African Revolutionary will serve 

as an excellent introduction to Sankara and the 

revolution in Burkina Faso and explain why Sankara 

continues to be so widely admired throughout Africa 

and beyond.”

Christopher Wise, author of Derrida, Africa, and the 

Middle East

“Emperor Haile Selassie is a readable, well-organized 

book that accurately portrays the life of the Ethiopian 

King of Kings and, through him, the history of the na-

tion. The author is at his best in relating his personal 

experience and ties to the Emperor — original material 

that I found fascinating.”

Theodore M. Vestal, author of The Lion of Judah in the New 

World: Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia and the Shaping 

of Americans’ Attitudes toward Africa
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Emperor Haile Selassie

By Bereket habte selassie

Biography • Africa

The rise and fall of an enlightened mon-
arch blinded by absolute power

emperor haile selassie was an iconic figure of the 
twentieth century, a progressive monarch who ruled 
ethiopia from 1916 to 1974. this book, written by 
a former state official who served in a number of 
important positions in selassie’s government, tells 
both the story of the emperor’s life and the story of 
modern ethiopia.

after a struggle for the throne in 1916, the 
young selassie emerged first as regent and then 
as supreme leader of ethiopia. Over the course of 
his nearly six-decade rule, the emperor abolished 
slavery, introduced constitutional reform, and ex-
panded educational opportunity. the italian inva-
sion of ethiopia in the 1930s led to a five-year exile 
in england, from which he returned in time to lead 
his country through world war ii. selassie was also 
instrumental in the founding of the Organization 
of african Unity in 1963, but he fell short of the 
ultimate goal of a promised democracy in ethiopia. 
the corruption that grew under his absolute rule, as 
well as his seeming indifference to the famine that 
gripped ethiopia in the 1970s, led finally to his over-
throw by the armed forces that he had created.

haile selassie was an enlightened monarch in 
many ways, but also a man with flaws like any 
other. this short biography is a sensitive portrayal 
of selassie as both emperor and man, by one who 
knew him well.

BereKet haBte selassie is william e. leuchtenburg 
Professor of african studies and law, University of 
north carolina at chapel hill and former attorney 
general of ethiopia as well as associate justice of the 
supreme court of ethiopia.

Thomas Sankara
An African Revolutionary

By ernest harsch

Biography • Africa

The first English-language biography of 
Thomas Sankara, social revolutionary and 
modern African hero

thomas sankara, often called the african che 
Guevara, was president of Burkina Faso, one of 
the poorest countries in africa, until his assassina-
tion during the military coup that brought down 
his government. although his tenure in office was 
relatively short, sankara left an indelible mark on 
his country’s history and development. an avowed 
marxist, he outspokenly asserted his country’s inde-
pendence from France and other western powers 
while at the same time seeking to build a genuine 
pan-african unity.

ernest harsch traces sankara’s life from his stu-
dent days to his recruitment into the military, early 
political awakening, and increasing dismay with 
his country’s extreme poverty and political corrup-
tion. as he rose to higher leadership positions, he 
used those offices to mobilize people for change 
and to counter the influence of the old, corrupt 
elites. sankara and his colleagues initiated eco-
nomic and social policies that shifted away from 
dependence on foreign aid and toward a greater 
use of the country’s own resources to build schools, 
health clinics, and public works. although sankara’s 
sweeping vision and practical reforms won him 
admirers both in Burkina Faso and across africa, a 
combination of domestic opposition groups and 
factions within his own government and the army 
finally led to his assassination in 1987.

this is the first english-language book to tell the 
story of sankara’s life and struggles, drawing on the 
author’s extensive firsthand research and reporting 
on Burkina Faso, including interviews with the late 
leader. Decades after his death, sankara remains an 
inspiration to young people throughout africa for 
his integrity, idealism, and dedication to indepen-
dence and self-determination.

ernest harsch is a research scholar at the institute 
of african studies at columbia University. he 
worked on african issues at the United nations for 
more than twenty years and is the author of South 
Africa: White Rule, Black Revolt.
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Africa • History • Christianity • Islam

Who Shall Enter Paradise?
Christian Origins in Muslim Northern Nigeria, c. 1890–1975

By shobana shankar

An important new history of Christian-Muslim 
engagement and conflict in Northern Nigeria

Who Shall Enter Paradise? recounts in detail the history of christian-
muslim engagement in a core area of sub-saharan africa’s most popu-
lous nation, home to roughly equal numbers of christians and muslims. 
it is a region today beset by religious violence, in the course of which 
history has often been told in overly simplified or highly partisan terms. 
this book reexamines conversion and religious identification not as 

fixed phenomena, but as experiences shaped 
through cross-cultural encounters, experimen-
tation, collaboration, protest, and sympathy.

shobana shankar relates how christian mis-
sions and african converts transformed reli-
gious practices and politics in muslim northern 
nigeria during the colonial and early postco-
lonial periods. although the British colonial 
authorities prohibited christian evangelism in 
muslim areas and circumscribed missionary 
activities, a combination of factors — includ-
ing mahdist insurrection, the abolition of 
slavery, migrant labor, and women’s evange-
lism — brought new converts to the faith. By 
the 1930s, however, this organic growth of 
christianity in the north had given way to an 
institutionalized culture based around medical 
facilities established in the hausa emirates. the 
end of world war ii brought an influx of de-
mobilized soldiers, who integrated themselves 
into the local christian communities and rein-
vigorated the practice of lay evangelism.

in the era of independence, muslim politi-
cians consolidated their power by adopting 
many of the methods of missionaries and evan-

gelists. in the process, many christian men and formerly non-muslim 
communities converted to islam. a vital part of northern nigerian 
christianity all but vanished, becoming a religion of “outsiders.”

shOBana shanKar is an assistant professor of history at stony 
Brook University (sUny). she serves as coeditor for the book series 
studies of religion in africa and has coedited, with afe adogame, 
a collection of essays titled Religion on the Move! New Dynamics of 
Religious Expansion in a Globalizing World.
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new african histories 
series editors: Jean allman, 
allen isaacman, and Derek Peterson

this series is made possible by the 
generous sponsorship of the Ohio 
University national resource center 
for african studies.

“This book by Shobana Shankar 

is a real eye-opener: she 

reveals the world of Christians, 

since 1890 half-hidden within 

Nigeria’s Muslim Hausaland, 

both as a community and as a 

series of remarkable individuals. 

Missionaries and converts alike 

are treated with insight and a re-

markable depth of detail, culled 

from rarely read sources.”

murray last, professor emeritus 

of anthropology, University 

college london
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Africa • Gender Studies • Postcolonial History

In Idi Amin’s Shadow
Women, Gender, and Militarism in Uganda

By alicia c. Decker

The first book to examine the lives of Ugandan 
women during Idi Amin’s military dictatorship

In Idi Amin’s Shadow is a rich social history 
examining Ugandan women’s complex and 
sometimes paradoxical relationship to amin’s 
military state. Based on more than one hun-
dred interviews with women who survived 
the regime, as well as a wide range of primary 
sources, this book reveals how the violence of 
amin’s militarism resulted in both opportuni-
ties and challenges for women. some assumed 
positions of political power or became success-
ful entrepreneurs, while others endured sexual 
assault or experienced the trauma of watch-
ing their brothers, husbands, or sons “disap-
peared” by the state’s security forces. In Idi 
Amin’s Shadow considers the crucial ways that 
gender informed and was informed by the ide-
ology and practice of militarism in this period. 
By exploring this relationship, alicia c. Decker 
offers a nuanced interpretation of amin’s 
Uganda and the lives of the women who expe-
rienced and survived its violence.

each chapter begins with the story of one 
woman whose experience illuminates some 
larger theme of the book. in this way, it be-
comes clear that the politics of military rule 
were highly relevant to women and gender 
relations, just as the politics of gender were 
central to militarism. By drawing upon critical 
security studies, feminist studies, and violence 
studies, Decker demonstrates that amin’s dic-
tatorship was far more complex and his rule 
much more strategic than most observers have 
ever imagined.

alicia c. DecKer is an associate professor 
of women’s studies and african studies at 
Pennsylvania state University. she is the coau-
thor, with andrea arrington, of Africanizing 
Democracies: 1980–Present. her scholarly 
articles have appeared in the International 
Journal of African Historical Studies, Women’s 
History Review, and the Journal of Eastern 
African Studies, among others.
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new african histories 
series editors: Jean allman, 
allen isaacman, and Derek Peterson

this series is made possible by the 
generous sponsorship of the Ohio 
University national resource center 
for african studies.

“Alicia Decker uses an array of 

evidence from oral, visual, and 

written sources. The result is an 

impressive compilation of case 

studies that illustrate the differ-

ent aspects of women’s experi-

ences and the intricate world 

they navigated.”

nakanyike musisi, coauthor 

of Decentralisation and 

Transformation of Governance in 

Uganda and coeditor of Women in 

African Colonial Histories

“A substantial original contribu-

tion to East African history 

and the history of militarism in 

postcolonial Africa more broadly. 

Alicia Decker provides a com-

pelling analysis of the lives of 

ordinary Ugandans, and women 

in particular, during Amin’s 

rule. She writes in an engaging, 

readable style that will appeal 

to both academics and those 

outside the academy.”

neil Kodesh, author of Beyond the 

Royal Gaze: Clanship and Public 

Healing in Buganda
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Africa • History • Childhood

Making Modern Girls
A History of Girlhood, Labor, and Social Development in Colonial Lagos

By abosede a. George

Girls, girl savers, and the colonial state in Nigeria

in Making Modern Girls, abosede a. George examines the influence of 
african social reformers and the developmentalist colonial state on the 
practice and ideology of girlhood as well as its intersection with child 
labor in lagos, nigeria. it draws from gender studies, generational 
studies, labor history, and urban history to shed new light on the com-

plex workings of african cities from the turn of 
the twentieth century through the nationalist 
era of the 1950s.

the two major schemes at the center of this 
study were the modernization project of elite 
lagosian women and the salvationist project of 
British social workers. By approaching children 
and youth, specifically girl hawkers, as social 
actors and examining the ways in which local 
and colonial reformers worked upon young 
people, the book offers a critical new perspec-
tive on the uses of african children for the 
production and legitimization of national and 
international social development initiatives.

Making Modern Girls demonstrates how oral 
sources can be used to uncover the social his-
tory of informal or undocumented urban work-
ers and to track transformations in practices of 
childhood over the course of decades. George 
revises conventional accounts of the history of 
development work in africa by drawing close 

attention to the social welfare initiatives of late colonialism and by 
highlighting the roles that african women reformers played in promot-
ing sociocultural changes within their own societies.

aBOseDe a. GeOrGe is an assistant professor of history and africana 
studies at Barnard college in new york city. she holds a Ph.D. from 
stanford University, and her articles have appeared in such venues as 
the Journal of Social History and Women’s Studies Quarterly. she is 
the founder of the ekopolitan Project, a digital archive of family his-
tory resources on migrant communities in nineteenth- and twentieth-
century lagos.
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new african histories 
series editors: Jean allman, 
allen isaacman, and Derek Peterson

this series is made possible by the 
generous sponsorship of the Ohio 
University national resource center 
for african studies.

“Firmly grounded and intellectu-

ally engaging, Making Modern 

Girls makes a significant contribu-

tion to colonial urban social his-

tory and also to the study of the 

late colonial state, its nationalist 

opponents, and their ‘welfarist’ 

and interventionist attitudes.”

richard D. waller, 

associate professor of history, 

Bucknell University

http://www.ohioswallow.com/book/Making+Modern+Girls
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Africa • History • Sexuality

Conjugal Rights
Marriage, Sexuality, and Urban Life in Colonial Libreville, Gabon

By rachel Jean-Baptiste

Challenges assumptions about sexuality in Africa as well 
as conventional understandings of colonial urban history

Conjugal Rights is a history of the role of 
marriage and other arrangements between 
men and women in libreville, Gabon, during 
the French colonial era from the mid-nineteenth 
century through 1960. conventional historiog-
raphy has depicted women as few in number 
and of limited influence in african colonial 
towns, but this book demonstrates that a 
sexual economy of emotional, social, legal, and 
physical relationships between men and women 
indelibly shaped urban life.

Bridewealth became a motor of african eco-
nomic activity, as men and women promised, 
earned, borrowed, transferred, and absconded 
with money to facilitate interpersonal relation-
ships. colonial rule increased the fluidity of 
customary marriage law, as chiefs and colonial 
civil servants presided over multiple courts, 
and city residents strategically chose the legal 
arena in which to arbitrate a conjugal-sexual 
conflict. sexual and domestic relationships with 
european men allowed some african women 
to achieve a greater degree of economic and 
social mobility. an eventual decline of marriage 
rates resulted in new sexual mores, as women 
and men sought to rebalance the roles of plea-
sure, respectability, and legality in having sex 
outside of kin-sanctioned marriage.

rachel Jean-Baptiste expands the discourse 
on sexuality in africa and challenges conven-
tional understandings of urban history beyond 
the study of the built environment. marriage 
and sexual relations determined how people 
defined themselves as urbanites and shaped 
the shifting physical landscape of libreville. 
Conjugal Rights takes a fresh look at questions 
of the historical construction of race and ethnic-
ity. Despite the efforts of the French colonial government and society 
to enforce boundaries between black and white, interracial sexual and 
domestic relationships persisted. Black and métisse women gained eco-
nomic and social capital from these relationships, allowing some mea-
sure of freedom in the colonial capital city.

rachel Jean–BaPtiste is an assistant professor of african history at 
the University of california, Davis. her articles have appeared in Journal 
of the History of Sexuality, Journal of Women’s History, and the 
Journal of African History.

aUGUst
336 pages · 6 × 9 in. 
7 b&w photos, 4 maps 
rights: world

harDcOver
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$80 · £52 · s

PaPerBacK
978-0-8214-2120-8 
$32.95 · £20.99 · s

electrOnic
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new african histories 
series editors: Jean allman, 
allen isaacman, and Derek Peterson

this series is made possible by the 
generous sponsorship of the Ohio 
University national resource center 
for african studies.

“As a study of Francophone Africa 

written in English, Conjugal 

Rights is doubly valuable. 

Bringing together cutting-edge 

urban studies, gender history, 

and the history of emotions, 

Jean-Baptiste’s work insists that 

the shape of Libreville owed as 

much to the shifting fortunes 

of marriage and sexual relation-

ships as to any set of commodity 

imports and exports. It points us 

toward a new and much fuller 

understanding of the lives of 

African women and men in cities 

where personal and political 

constructions regularly flowed 

over the boundaries planned for 

them by colonialism.”

teresa a. Barnes, associate 

professor of history, african studies, 

and gender and women’s studies, 

University of illinois

http://www.ohioswallow.com/book/Conjugal+Rights
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backlist titles.
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the time this catalog goes to press.
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be higher.
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Ohio University Press and swallow 
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 Ohio University Press 
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Irish People, Irish Linen

Kathleen Curtis wilson

“Beautifully compiled with nearly 
200 stunning color photographs” 
 — Irish America

Rookwood and the 
American Indian
Masterpieces of American Art Pottery from 
the James J. Gardner Collection

Anita J. Ellis and Susan Labry Meyn

“For collectors of pottery, students of art, 
or those interested in Native Americans.… 
Well worth a place on a personal or insti-
tutional bookshelf.“ — Ohioana Quarterly

A Photographer’s 
Guide to Ohio

Ian Adams

“A terrific directory to some of the 
most scenic spots in the state” 
 — Columbus Dispatch

A Stitch in Time
The Needlework of Aging Women in 
Antebellum America

Aimee E. Newell

“Beautifully illustrated and thoroughly 
researched.” — linda eaton, director of 
collections and senior curator of textiles, 
winterthur museum

Outside the Ordinary
Contemporary Art in Glass, Wood, and 
Ceramics from the Wolf Collection

Edited by Amy Miller Dehan

Sixty–seven masterworks from the premier 
private collection of contemporary craft.

A Historical Guidebook 
to Old Columbus
Finding the Past in the Present in Ohio’s 
Capital City 

Bob Hunter

“The writing is a delight and the stories 
are pitch perfect in getting across a feel 
of the time and place.” — Doug motz, 
president of the columbus historical society
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The Midwestern 
Native Garden

Native Alternatives to 
Nonnative Flowers and 
Plants, an Illustrated Guide

Charlotte Adelman and 
Bernard L. Schwartz

“An informative, beautifully 
illustrated book” 
 — Library Journal

Landscaping with Trees 
in the Midwest

A Guide for Residential and 
Commercial Properties

Scott A. Zanon

America’s Romance 
with the English Garden

Thomas J. Mickey

“Illuminating” 
 — Gardens Illustrated

“Wonderfully enlightening” 
 — Indiana Public Media

“Highly recommended” 
 — The Midwest Book Review
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